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SUPERGRINDZ

Instructions
1. Remove all coffee from the bean hopper.
2. Brew 2 large cups of coffee to use up all remaining beans in the grinding chamber.
3. For superautomatics, add 26 g (1 full cap) of SuperGrindz.
4. After adding the SuperGrindz, add 78 g of coffee (3 full caps) to the hopper.
5. Brew 5 large cups of coffee, or until the pucks no longer contain traces of the yellow 
SuperGrindz tablets.

Tabz is a phosphate free cleaning tablet that removes coffee oils from filter 
baskets and servers in one easy step. Place a Tabz tablet in the brew basket 
and run a brew cycle, users can simultaneously clean both the brew basket and 
server Tabz is phosphate free and formulated with a blue dye to ensure safe 
usage in busy commercial environments. Each tablet is 20.0 mm in diameter and 
weighs 4.0 g.

TABZ

Instructions
1. Remove all coffee from the bean hopper.
2. Brew 2 large cups of coffee to use up all remaining beans in the grinding chamber.
3. For superautomatics, add 26 g (1 full cap) of SuperGrindz.
4. After adding the SuperGrindz, add 78 g of coffee (3 full caps) to the hopper.
5. Brew 5 large cups of coffee, or until the pucks no longer contain traces of the yellow 
SuperGrindz tablets.

SuperGrindz is designed specifically for use in super automatics, SuperGrindz 
dislodges and removes coffee particles and oils from grinders. Formulated from 
all-natural, completely food safe and gluten-free ingredients. The hydrophobic 
formula allows for safe and convenient use in superautomatic espresso 
machines as well as in espresso and shop grinders.

Cafiza tablets removes coffee oils from portafilters, brew groups 
and lines within espresso machines. Compatible with a wide 
range of household espresso machines. Each Cafiza box contains 
4 blister cards with 8 tablets, the individual tablets are 15.0 mm in 
diameter and weighs 2.0 g.

For Use on Automatic Espresso Machines (If the machine has a cleaning program)
Insert one Espresso Machine Cleaning Tablet in specified machine opening.
If the machine does not have a programmed cleaning cycle, but has a pre-ground coffee or bypass chute
1. Put one Espresso Machine Cleaning Tablet in the pre-ground coffee chute and place a cup under the coffee 
spout.
2. Press the button corresponding to brewing with h-ground coffee.
3. When half a cup of water has been discharged, switch the appliance of for 5 minutes to let the solution take 
effect inside of the machine.
4. Switch the appliance back on again to end the cycle.
5. Repeat this cycle a minimum of 3 additional times to rinse, but do not add additional tablets to the machine 
(to ensure that all cleaning solution has come out the machine).
6. Remove the coffee dispensing unit and rinse it carefully using clean water.
7. Before using the appliance again, prepare two cups of coffee, by pressing the button corresponding to 
brewing with pre-ground coffee, but without

Cleaning Drip Trays
1. Place an Espresso Machine Cleaning Tablet inside, and fill it up 2/3 full with hot water.
2. Let the cleaning solution take effect for about 30 minutes, then rinse thoroughly.
3. If the machine does not have a pre-ground coffee chute: Place one Espresso Machine Cleaning Tablet in a 
cup and fill it with hot water.
4. Remove the coffee dispensing unit and clean the filters and the dispensing channel with the prepared cleaning 
solution.
5. Let the solution take effect for at least five minutes and repeat this operation a minimum of three times.
6. Rinse the coffee dispensing unit thoroughly with clean water and install it again.
7. To clean the drip tray, place an Espresso Machine Cleaning Tablet inside and fill it up to 2/3 full with hot water.
8. Let the cleaning solution take effect for about 30 minutes and rinse abundantly.
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Dezcal Powder is a powdered descaler that removes mineral 
deposits from hot water tanks, kettles, and other coffee and 
espresso machine components. Formulated with non-toxic, 
biodegradable and safe ingredients.
Instructions
1. Add 1 oz. of powder for each 32 oz of water.
2. Turn machine on and begin the brew cycle.
3. Rinse all parts and repeat with lukewarm water three times.

Fresh Cup Pod Cleaning Tablets keep your CX Touch and Fresh 
Cup Touch brewing perfectly. Removes coffee oil build up in the 
brew mechanism and delivery tube increasing the service life of 
your single pod brewers.

Instructions
1. Place one tablet in POD holder.
2. Activate brew cycle; tablet will dissolve cleaning brew chamber.
3. Repeat step 2 without tablet to flush the system.
4. Brewer is now clean and ready to brew.
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Newco’s glass liner airpot brush comes with an extended handle 
to easily reach inside airpots,along with foam bristles to gently 
clean your airpots.

GLASS LINER AIRPOT BRUSH

Rinza Liquid is an acid-based milk system cleaner that breaks down mineral 
and calcium build-up in steam wands, pitchers, and in milk lines. Comes in a 
dual-chamber 1 liter bottle that contains a built-in measuring device.
For Use on Autofrothers
1. To fill dosing chamber, loosen cap and squeeze bottle.
2. Mix solution of 30 ml Rinza Acid Liquid per 500 ml cold water.
3. Insert suction tube into solution.
4. Run entire solution through frother.
5. Repeat above with clean cold water to thoroughly rinse all components.

RINZA LIQUID

For Use on Steam Wands and Milk Pitchers
1. Soak parts or steam wand for 15-30 minutes in 30 ml Rinza Acid per 500 ml water.
2. Rinse all components with clean water.

The Rinza (M90) Tablets are formulated to remove minerals and 
calcium deposits from milk lines, steam wands and frothing 
pitchers. Each tablet weighs 10.0 g. and is formulated with 
cationic surfactants for additional cleaning effectiveness.

For use on Autofrothers
1.  Create solution of one 8 count tablet and 1 L warm water.
2.  Insert suction tube into solution.
3.  Run entire solution through milk frother.
4.  Repeat above with clean cold water to thoroughly rinse all 
components.

For Use on Steam Wands and Milk Pitchers
1.  Create a solution by dissolving one 10.0 g tablet with 1 liter of 
warm water.
2.  Soak pitcher or steam wand for 15-30 minutes in solution.
3.  Rinse all components with clean water.

RINZA TABLET
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